
Homework	  



Why	  be	  science	  literate?	  
(my	  perspec7ve)	  

•  Different	  viewpoint	  
–  h<p://youtu.be/ev9oPUNaqXE	  

•  Understand	  cool	  things	  
–  h<p://youtu.be/7Mz2laHjVoQ	  

•  Don’t	  be	  that	  lady/guy	  
–  h<p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_c6HsiixFS8	  

•  Evaluate	  claims	  for	  yourself	  
–  h<p://www.dhmo.org/	  





Tuesday recap 
•  Michio	  Kaku	  -‐	  "Physicists	  are	  made	  of	  atoms.	  A	  
physicist	  is	  an	  a<empt	  by	  an	  atom	  to	  understand	  
itself.”	  

•  Galileo	  -‐-‐	  Saturn’s	  ears	  
•  Power	  of	  Ten	  –	  much	  discovery	  in	  last	  40	  years	  	  
•  Momentum	  ques7on	  –	  what	  if	  it	  hit	  a	  car?	  

 
Average	  Mass	  (lbs)	   Max	  Velocity	  (mph)	   Momentum	  

(lbs*mph)	  

Walking	  elephant	   14,000	   5	   70,000	  

Running	  jaguar	   170	   50	   8,500	  

Bullet	  from	  high	  
speed	  rifle	  

.009	   2700	   24.3	  



Rela7ng	  d,v,a,	  and	  t	  

a	  
	  
	  
	  
v	  
	  
	  
	  
d	  



Always	  true?	  
•  Muons	  (massive	  electrons)	  are	  created	  in	  our	  
atmosphere	  by	  cosmic	  rays	  

•  Travel	  about	  20km	  
•  Assume	  speed	  of	  light	  
•  t	  =	  d/v	  =	  20,000/300,000,000	  m/s	  	  
•  t	  =	  .000066	  s	  (66µs)	  
•  The	  half-‐life	  of	  a	  muon	  is	  only	  .0000022	  s	  (2.2µs)	  
•  Time	  dila7on	  



Isaac Newton and the Universal 
Laws of Motion 



The First Law 
•  An object will continue moving in a 

straight line at a constant speed, and a 
stationary object will remain at rest, 
unless acted upon by an unbalanced 
force 

•  Uniform motion vs. acceleration 
•  Force 
•  Inertia 



1st Law of Motion 
 (Law of Inertia) 

 
 An object at rest will stay at 
rest, and an object in motion 
will stay in motion at constant 
velocity, unless acted upon by 
an unbalanced force. 



1st	  Law	  	  

• Unless acted 
upon by an 
unbalanced 
force, this 
golf ball would 
sit on the tee 
forever.  



1st Law  
• Once airborne, 

unless acted 
on by an 
unbalanced 
force (gravity 
and air – fluid 
friction), it 
would never 
stop!  



Shoot	  the	  monkey!	  



Direc7on	  ma<ers	  

Horizontal	  –	  no	  force	  –	  no	  change	  in	  velocity	  

Ver7cal	  –	  
accelera7on	  due	  to	  
gravity	  is	  the	  SAME	  
for	  the	  monkey	  and	  
bullet	  –	  Each	  falls	  the	  
same	  distance	  

When	  the	  bullet	  leaves	  the	  
muzzle,	  it	  has	  both	  
horizontal	  and	  ver7cal	  
velocity	  

Hippie	  Jump	  



  Why do we sometimes 
observe everyday objects 
slow down and becoming 
motionless -- seemingly 
without an outside force? 

  



•  There are four main types of friction: 
– Sliding friction: ice skating 
– Rolling friction: bowling 
– Fluid friction (air or liquid): air or water 

resistance 
– Static friction: initial friction when moving an 

object 

What is this unbalanced force that acts on an object in motion? 



  Slide a book across 
a table and watch it 
slide to a rest 
position. The book 
comes to a rest 
because of the 
presence of a force 
- that force being 
the force of friction 
- which brings the 
book to a rest 
position.  



•  In the absence of a force of friction, 
the book would continue in motion with 
the same speed and direction - forever! 
(Or at least to the end of the table 
top.)  



Felix	  
•  How	  to	  break	  the	  sound	  barrier	  
•  0	  -‐>	  768	  mph	  
•  a	  =	  22	  mph	  per	  second	  	  
–  from	  Earth’s	  gravity	  

•  a	  =	  (v2-‐v1)/t	  
•  7me	  =	  768/22	  =	  34	  seconds	  	  
•  Actual	  7me	  4	  min	  19	  sec	  =	  259	  seconds	  
•  Actual	  average	  accelera7on	  =	  834/259	  
– 3.2	  mph	  per	  second	  



Newtons’s 1st Law and You 

Don’t let this be you. Wear seat belts. 

Because of inertia, objects (including you) 
resist changes in their motion. When the 
car going 80 km/hour is stopped by the 
brick wall, your body keeps moving at 80 
m/hour. 



Newtons’s 1st Law and You 



The Second Law 
•  The acceleration produced on a body by 

a force is proportional to the magnitude 
of the force and inversely proportional 
to the mass of the object 

 
•  Equation: F=ma 



2nd Law 
 
•  When mass is in kilograms and 

acceleration is in m/s/s, the unit of 
force is in newtons (N). 

•  One newton is equal to the force 
required to accelerate one kilogram of 
mass at one meter/second/second. 



2nd Law (F = m x a) 
•  How much force is needed to accelerate a 1400 

kilogram car 2 meters per second/per second? 
•  Write the formula 
•  F = m x a 
•  Fill in given numbers and units 
•  F = 1400 kg x 2 meters per second/second 
•  Solve for the unknown 
•  2800 kg-meters/second/second or 2800 N 
 



If	  mass	  remains	  constant,	  doubling	  the	  accelera7on,	  doubles	  the	  force.	  If	  force	  remains	  
constant,	  doubling	  the	  mass,	  halves	  the	  accelera7on.	  



Newton’s 2nd Law proves that different masses 
accelerate to the earth at the same rate, but with 
different forces. 

•  We know that 
objects with 
different masses 
accelerate to the 
ground at the same 
rate. 

•  However, because of 
the 2nd Law we know 
that they don’t hit 
the ground with the 
same force. 

F	  =	  ma	  

98	  N	  =	  10	  kg	  x	  9.8	  m/s/s	  

F	  =	  ma	  

9.8	  N	  =	  1	  kg	  x	  9.8	  m/s/s	  





The Third Law 
•  Interacting object exert equal but 

opposite forces upon each other 
 
•  The reactions may not be equal and 

opposite 



3rd	  Law	  
 According to Newton, 
whenever objects A 
and B interact with 
each other, they 
exert forces upon 
each other. When you 
sit in your chair, your 
body exerts a 
downward force on 
the chair and the 
chair exerts an 
upward force on your 
body.  



3rd	  Law	  

 There are two 
forces resulting 
from this interaction 
- a force on the 
chair and a force on 
your body. These 
two forces are called 
action and reaction 
forces. 



Newton’s 3rd Law in Nature 
•  Consider the propulsion of a fish 

through the water. A fish uses 
its fins to push water 
backwards.  In turn, the water 
reacts by pushing the fish 
forwards, propelling the fish 
through the water. 

 
•   The size of the force on the 

water equals the size of the 
force on the fish; the direction 
of the force on the water 
(backwards) is opposite the 
direction of the force on the 
fish (forwards). 

Flying	  fish	  in	  air	  
h<p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAi1ipWx6-‐E	  



3rd	  Law	  

Flying gracefully 
through the air, birds 
depend on Newton’s 
third law of  motion. As 
the birds push down on 
the air with their wings, 
the air pushes their 
wings up and gives 
them lift. 



Newton’s Laws of Motion  
at Work 



Newton’s Laws of Motion  
at Work 



Newton’s Laws at Work 
 



Momentum 



Momentum 
•  Motion depends on mass and speed 
•  Linear momentum: 
– p=mv 

•  Law of conservation of linear momentum 
•  Angular momentum 



	  	  	  	  The	  Law	  of	  Conserva7on	  of	  	  
Linear	  Momentum	  



The Conservation of  
Angular Momentum 



The Universal Force of  
Gravity 



  The Universal Force of  
Gravity 

•  Gravity 
 
•  Newton’s law of universal gravitation 
– F=Gm1m2/d2 

 



   The Influence of the 
Force  of Gravity 



The Gravitational Constant, G 

•  G-constant of direct proportionality 
– Universal 

•  Henry Cavendish 
– G = 6.67 x 10–11m3/s2-kg or 
  6.67 x 10–11N-m2/kg2 



The	  Cavendish	  Balance	  



Weight and Gravity 
•  Weight 
– Gravity acting on an object’s mass 

•  Weight depends on gravity 
– Different on earth vs. moon or sun or mars 

•  Mass is constant 



Big G and Little g 
•  Closely related: 
– Force = (G x mass x ME)/RE

2 

– Force = mass x g 
•  Setting equations equal: 
– Mass x g = (G x mass x ME)/RE

2 

•  Divide by mass 
– g = (G x ME)/RE

2 

•  Plug in values 
– 9.8 N-kg = 9.8m/s2 



Halley’s	  Comet	  in	  1985	  


